LOOKING FOR
m f d in Santiago, Chile

ABOUT US
After the foundation of our startup in 2019 in Germany, our young and dynamic team continues to
grow with one main purpose: use innovation and digital technologies to improve and revolutionise
livestock farming processes while benefiting both animals, farmers, the environment and society.
With our first product, the "Pig Counter , we start to fulfill our mission of bringing digital solutions to
farmers from around the globe.

JOB DESCRIPTION
We are looking for someone to join our team in Chile with qualities to lead the technical
development and adaptation of our Pig Counter M to the needs of the local market. Do you believe it
could be you? Then, you will autonomously support the adaptation and development of hardware
and infrastructures to our operational sales and distribution plan. The optimisation and supervision of
technical processes within the integration of the product in the Chilean market and into our
international launch will be your main tasks.
Additionally, we may require support in certain tasks related to software development.
Engineers, technicians as well as advanced level students are suitable for the position.

REQUIREMENTS
Studies completed or in progress in Mechatronics Engineering or Higher Level Technician in
Mechatronics or similar
Basic knowledge in hardware development, especially embedded systems development
Previous experience with camera systems or advanced knowledge in the topic are highly valued
Previous experience as a technician or in hardware development or optimisation is preferred
Basic knowledge in Python programming
Knowledge in the area of image processing OpenCV,...
Preferably experience or knowledge in the area of ML Tensorflow Pytorch,...
Basic knowledge in continuous integration and deployment CI CD
Preferably previous experience with Gitlab or similar
Basic knowledge of versioning and multithreading systems
Knowledge in the area of socket communication
Very good english skills

BENEFITS
Get to be part of a young and international team, full of motivation and desire to make an
impact in the world, in a warm environment of cooperation and commitment
The opportunity to quickly take on your own responsibilities, become an essential
component in our company's growth and implement your own ideas and projects
Flexibility in organising your work, schedules and tasks
Q e ion
Possibility to learn and improve your professional and personal skills by
being part of the challenges and opportunities that being part of a startup
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